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HIGHLIGHTS (1/2)

Global port congestion is increasing again and,

according to Drewry, is likely to last well beyond Q1

2022 considering that the average annual volume growth

is twice as high as the annual increase in global port

capacity.

Unsurprisingly, the container shipping sector is more

impacted since it is directly affected by landside

disruptions which slow equipment turnaround,

especially in the US and in Europe.

Moreover, independent unpredictable events further

exacerbate an already strained situation in the shipping

industry, such as new Covid restrictions, weather

conditions, industrial actions, power cuts in China…

The median time spent in port in the first six months

of 2021 was higher by 11 % compared to the pre-

pandemic period, whereas the global demand data

published by CTS was up 5.5 % over the same period.

These figures highlight that the efficiency of the port calls

themselves declined in 2021.

Despite a demand which does not weaken, blank

sailings have been announced for the next four

weeks, around the Golden Week Holiday.

These blank sailings will not help to mitigate the situation

regarding space on vessels which remains very tight

on most trades. Vessels are fully booked several

weeks in advance and anticipation should be the

keyword for all the stakeholders in the shipping

industry.

After 22 consecutive weeks of increases, Drewry reports

that its World Container Index stopped its seemingly

inexorable rise in week 38. However, if it could mean

that spot rates finally plateau, their level is still 299 %

higher than the same week last year.

Even is this flattening of spot prices comes just after the

announcement by CMA CGM and Hapag Lloyd to put a

halt in increment of spot rates, several shipping analysts

agree that the current operating conditions (high

demand, moving of capacity from secondary lanes to

major trades, port and landside congestion,…) are not

favourable for a downward trend.
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HIGHLIGHTS (2/2)

Service

In August 2021, schedule reliability dropped to its

lowest point of 33.6% in 2021, recording a decrease

of -1.9 percentage points vs July 2021. This is now

the second month with a M/M decrease.

On a Y/Y level, schedule reliability in August 2021 was -

30.1 percentage points lower than at the same point in

2020, continuing the trend of Y/Y declines of over 30.0

percentage points in each month in 2021 so far.

The average delay for LATE vessel arrivals continued to

deteriorate in August 2021, increasing by 0.58 days M/M

to 7.57 days. The level of delays in 2021 continue to be

the highest across each month when compared to the

previous years. On a Y/Y level, the August 2021 figure

was 3.06 days higher than at the same point in 2020.

Carriers

Carriers are taking advantage of the record profits

made in the fist half of the year and use the resulting

liquidity to support their growth strategy.

CMA CGM has made a substantial investment in Brittany

Ferries to form a freight and passenger transport

partnership.

Maersk has acquired a Portuguese cloud-based

logistics start-up specialised in technology solutions for

B2C warehousing for the fashion industry and has

invested in a US start-up to develop e-fuels.

Cosco Shipping has acquired a 35 percent share of

Container Terminal Tollerort in Hamburg, while

Hapag-Lloyd takes over Maersk stake in JadeWeserPort

terminals in Wilhelmshaven.

Meanwhile, MSC has launched bid to take over

Brazil’s Log-In Logistica and continues its

unprecedented second-had tonnage buying spree with

the addition of three more ships of 4,000-8,000 teu in its

portfolio.

Nearly all carriers are predicting even higher results

for the second half of the year. In mid-September

Maersk revised its annual forecast again and now

expects a US$14.5 bn free cash flow.



FOCUS
SHIPPING LINES GLOBAL SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

The Global Liner Performance database covers the majority of the deep-sea service identified from 60 different carriers. Currently, the GLP database cover

more than 295 active services and more than 165 inactive services, based on more than 430.000 individual vessel arrivals, across 33 major trade lanes.

Sources: Global Liner Performance August 2021 OCTOBER 2021SEA MARKET UPDATE 5



FOCUS
CARRIERS’ NEWBUILDING DELIVERY SCHEDULE

Sources: Alphaliner Monthly Monitor OCTOBER 2021SEA MARKET UPDATE 6
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Source: Bolloré Logistics, Drewry Index
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Import volumes continue to increase

due to huge demand in Europe.

Coupled with the severe shortage of

containers and capacity, rates are

pushed at an abnormally high level.

Spot rates are generally extended for

October.

Space is severely limited and some

ports like Colombo are heavily

congested.

All these factors push carriers to sell

SPOT and premium rates to have

space & equipment in priority.

Space and equipment issues will

continue to persist in October as

demand will be expected to grow in view

of peak season. Ports congestions will

continue deteriorating as the number of

containers moved per vessel has

increased exponentially during the

pandemic, placing pressure on both the

vessels and the terminals.

Due to the shortage of containers and

ports congestions, customers are ready

to pay higher rates to get a secure

space and timely loading, but this might

be underscored at times due to port

omission or other allocations of

equipment.

Most liners have preference in accepting

NON Dangerous Goods (DG) cargo over

DG cargo as the procedure is less

complicated and lesser chance of last

minute non approval of DG.

INTRA ASIA

(Shanghai-Singapore)

SOUTH ASIA / EUROPE

(Nhava Sheva - Rotterdam)

 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend
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ASIA / NORTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Los Angeles)

ASIA / SOUTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Lazaro Cardenas)\

Golden Week (01/10-10/07) Blank

Sailings will create delays, raise rates for

shippers

Shipping lines will likely look to bridge

the current year’s Golden Week with

network adjustments. This might come

in the form of blank sailings, slidings to

regain schedules or dry-docking ships.

China trade continues to surge due to

strong US demand.

Port congestions drives container

schedule reliability to new lows (>150

ships were anchored outside SHA, and

> 70 Ships were anchored out LA/LGB

at the beginning of October).

The NRF forecasts a 4.9 percent year-

over-year jump in imports in September,

up from a projection of 2.5 percent last

month and 1.7 percent in the June

report.

Partial/ Port closure effects still lingering

(Yantian, Ningbo, Xiamen, Ho Chi

Minh).

Ocean shipping challenges causing

extended delays on U.S. Inland Transits

US Intermodal congestions expected to

continue through 2022.

Space is said to be full until mid of

October by the carriers. Strong forecast

for October. Equipment remains tight

with all carriers, CMA is facing great

shortage in China especially in SHA and

the South of the country.

Freight rates still in the uptrend in the

last weeks and are expected to continue

to increase due to the tight space.

SPOT and premium rates are required

in order to get space or equipment.

Carriers are doing port omissions to

catch up with their schedules or making

changes to their port rotations to

counter the delays.

Carriers stopped accepting or refraining

from accepting Chile bound bookings

due to congestions and move count at

destination.

Carriers pricing strategy remains the

same as there are no offers for quarterly

or long-term NACs.
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend
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ASIA / AFRICA 

(Shanghai-Lagos)

ASIA / EUROPE

(Shanghai-Rotterdam)

We believe that rates reached already

the maximum possible. Carriers could

no longer increase further those levels

despite high demand and artificial lack

of space linked to blank sailings in order

to maintain current market rates.

After a long period of upward trends in

Q3 2021, Asia/West Africa freight rates

will remain stable until the end of month.

All cargo have already been booked in

prevision to Golden Week, since last

month. Average rates for

Shanghai/Abidjan will be at USD

12,000/40’ up to mid October vs end

September rate USD 12,300/40’.

NAF trade is still the highest freight rates

market in Africa. Weak capacity and few

service solutions available are keeping

the trade on a rising trend. For

September, Shanghai/Algiers corridor

will stay at USD 17,000/40’, in average.

Freight rates which have known an

important increase since the end of Q3

2021, are stabilizing for October. In

average, for September, rates will stand

at USD 8,000/40’ for EAF & USD 11,000

for SAF.

Cargo demand from Asia to Europe

remain strong over the past few weeks

with a traditional peak perceived ahead

of the Golden Week holiday.

Despite the start of the traditional slack

season, no sign of slowdown is

foreseen, especially since the Chinese

factories are continuing production to

catch up with both pipeline and backlog

orders.

All major carriers have been

experiencing equipment shortages at

Chinese and Southeast Asian ports.

Situation remains uncertain due to

several factors : COVID cases rising,

lockdowns, natural events (Infa

Typhoon)

Spot rates on Asia-North Europe

continued to edge up, reaching USD

15,102 this week.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

Q2 2021    
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Q4 2021    

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend
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EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-New York)

EUROPE / SOUTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-Santos)

Situation on the Europe to Latin America

route is still complicated as many

carriers cancelled Le Havre in their

rotations.

There are also some troubles at some

destinations, particularly Chile and Peru

with congestions and lack of chassis.

Carriers are applying surcharges to

Central America.

As Veracruz and Altamira are in the

same loop than the USA East Coast

ports, those POD are suffering of

delays. For the time being, no

announcement of congestions or

problem at destination.

For the first time since summer 2020

some rates are not increasing.

Carriers such as CMA CGM decided to

extend rates from Q3 to Q4 and OOCL

decided to decrease rates by 2000

USD. However, if other carriers don’t

follow there are risks for a massive GRI

in Q1 2022.

Port congestion in the US is still getting

worse : in mid-September 65 ships at

anchor were awaiting berths in Los

Angeles Bay. Situation is comparable in

New York and Savannah.

US inland rail and road freight are also

congested due to a lack of chassis for

oncarriage. Situation in the US should

remain the same until mid 2022.

Demand is still high from North Europe

to Canada. In October rates can reach

higher than USD 10,000/40' to Montréal.

Some carriers do not allow loading on

vessels if you do not have a space

protection negotiated. Situation should

stay very tense for the next following

month.
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 Upward trend
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 Downward trend
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EUROPE / AFRICA

(Rotterdam-Lagos)

EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST

(Rotterdam-Jebel Ali)

No significant changes on the route in

the past month : still lack of equipment

and space. Situation should not evolve

in Q4 2021.

Demand keeps growing in West Africa.

With reefer season approaching

restraints on space and equipment won’t

get better.

The outlook on capacity is still uncertain

due to high charter prices. Carriers

continue to apply surcharges (PSS,

EBS, CON). A rise in rates in October

can be expected .

Guinea, Nigeria and Cameroon still

suffer port congestions.

Trade volumes from East Africa are

experiencing slowdowns (-8% vs 2020).

The average rate for Le Havre/MBA-

DAR was €2,850/40’ in September.

NAF market, led by Algeria seems to

show the first signs of recovery with a

higher number of projects.

SAF market also shows slight signs of

recovery in October, after getting back

to 2020 levels after a very slow first

quarter.

Port congestions and equipment

shortage still remain and are not

expected to be cleared within the end of

the year. Carriers continue to control

acceptance of cargo as per space

protection agreed, no more cargo is

accepted.

As from mid Q4 carriers will start

sending boxes to Far East in order to

prepare pre-CNY peak season (CNY

01/FEB 2022), they will be much less

focused on MEA market.

We don’t expect rate decrease within

end of this year.
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EUROPE / FRENCH WEST INDIES

(Le Havre-Pointe-à-Pitre)

EUROPE / INDIAN OCEAN

(Le Havre-Reunion)

Overall market demand is still

increasing. Space pressure is still very

high due to the nonstop growth of

volume to West Indies.

Vessels from ATLANTIQUE and MED

are fully booked, and carriers have

announced stopping booking 3 weeks

before departure to

Guadeloupe/Martinique and Guyana.

Maersk commitment based on our

NVOCC deal : our allocation will

increase from 110 to 120 FFE in DRY

and from 26 to 28 plugs as from W39.

CMA has followed the same way and

started implementing a weekly allocation

based on our past performance to West

Indies.

Bookings must now proceed at least 2

or 3 weeks before departure to secure

space and equipment, but forecast is

not allowed. Carriers are going to

monitor shortfall and downfall. For

example, CMA has announced €150 per

TC as fees cancellation within 7 days

before cut off.

Improvement concerning the lack of

equipment with the repositioning of

empty boxes in Europe.

Demand has been gradually recovering

and is still stronger than the capacity

from carriers with even vessels running

full in Indian Ocean trade.

CMACGM is still facing overbooking

situations despite its weekly allocation

implementation. Impossibility to book 3

weeks before departure has been

announced.

MSC which has space and allocation to

cover booking has also announced a

new PSS of €700/TEU as from 15/09 for

all contract and all POD.

Maersk : we will face tighter space with

released with in our commitment based

on our NVOCC deal. No more extra

bookings are allowed.

MSC and MAERSK rates are extended

until the end of the year.
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Europe is badly impacted by Asia port closures due to Covid. Rotations need to be adjusted to meet new berth windows, having for

consequence delays and equipment shortages.

Some carriers added capacity and equipment, but situation remains complicated, and we don’t see any sign of improvement.

With the Golden week period blank sailings having just been announced on Westbound, we will face port omissions in Europe about 4 weeks

later.

Rate wise we received some rate decrease from several carriers with validity end December 2021 :

Le Havre-Shanghai/40’ rates :

USD 1 235 val 31.12 CMA (NVO) USD 1 133 val 31.10 EVG (NVO)

USD 1 305 val 31.12 HMM (NVO) USD 1 105 val 31.10 COSCO 

O U T L O O KR A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q3 2021    

October 2021    

Q4 2021    

Q1 2022    

EUROPE / ASIA

(Rotterdam-Shanghai)
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INTRA AMERICAS / NORTH SOUTH

(New York-Santos)

NORTH AMERICA / EUROPE NC

(New York-Rotterdam)

Capacity remains steady, most of the

services are wide open.

Two blank sailings have been

announced and selective origin and

destination ports are being omitted on

alternative voyages to avoid further

delay from its original schedule.

GRI has been announced for selected

origins such as Savannah, Los Angeles,

Oakland, which is driven by the port

congestion instead of demand.

Due to the major congestion in

Rotterdam, carriers are looking to offer

Antwerp instead where is possible.

Ocean Alliance announced blank

sailings: 1 to EU and 1 to MED.

MSC is adding Felixstowe in the rotation

on NEUATL2 service.

Maersk announced TA1 winter plan

(modified schedule) in preparation of the

upcoming winter season.

No blank sailing has been announced

for October; however, vessels are

delayed due to congestion.

Demand remains strong, all services

remain at high utilization levels.

Port congestion continue to be the

major problem in both US and LATAM

ports.

Containers are facing severe delays at

the transshipment ports.

Another round of increases has been

announced due to high demand and

port congestion including ongoing

operational issues in Central America,

Caribbean, and west coast South

America.

CMA is revamping its Azteca 2 service

to provide a weekly connection to Latin

America via Manzanillo.

Hapag Lloyd changed the GCS (Gulf-

Caribbean) service from a weekly

service to a bi-weekly service.
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend
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